Compares observed pollution data near the I-710 to
modeled air quality figures.

I-710 Near Roadway
Modeling*

An update to a 2007 list of air quality measures
which could be improved by local action and regional
cooperation.

A modeling analysis that asesses all emission sources
that affect all Gateway Cities communities.

Quantifies monthly construction emissions over
construction period (2018-2034).

Assesses how the various I-710 alternatives will
impact the health of people in the surrounding
communities.

Evaluate changes in public health that would result
from existing and new air quality improvements.

Identify any additional necessary air quality
improvement measures not identified in other tasks
and evaluate for cost-effectiveness.

A package of feasible and cost-effective measures that Task starts
will provide the basis for a future emission scenario
in 2012
that demonstrates how much air quality and public
health benefit could be achieved by implementation.

Consultation with local governments and organizations
to implement nine recommended early action items for
emissions reductions.

Drafting and finalizing the AQAP Report.

Technical Working Groups, Roundtables,
Environmental Committee input.

Compendium Update

Quantitative Air
Quality Analysis

I-710 Construction
Staging & Phasing*

The I-710 Health Impact
Assessment*

Health Risk Assessment

Develop Air Quality
Strategies

Analysis of New Air
Quality Measures

Early Action Support

Develop AQAP Report

Public Outreach

*Scheduled to be completed in time for submission to the Draft I-710 EIR/EIS.

Development of a protocol that describes the
methodology for the Quantitative Air Quality Analysis.

Air Quality Protocol

12-0497mm ©2011 LACMTA

In Process

Task starts in
April 2012

In Process

Task starts
in 2012

In Process

In Process

In Process

In Process

In Process

In Process

Assesses the state-of-the-science on reviewing
ultrafine particles near the I-710.

I-710 Ultrafines*

In Process

In Process

Assesses the medical resources and the health-related In Process
factors by comparing those rates to LA County.

Community Medical
Needs Assessment*

Status

Description

AQAP Technical Tasks

Made possible with support from

The Gateway Cities COG will
work with its communities,
partner agencies and
stakeholders to provide
direction and determine next
steps to take to advocate for
cleaner air.

Once the technical tasks are
complete and have been
reviewed through the AQAP
Participation Framework,
the AQAP will be presented
to the Gateway Cities COG
Board of Directors. The
Board will then determine
what next steps to pursue
based on the results of this
study effort.

This is a summary on
the scope and status for
each of the 14 tasks
associated with the AQAP.
Nearly all of the tasks
are underway and are on
schedule, keeping on track
with the ambitious timeline.

There are a number
of tasks that make
up the AQAP.
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• When can I
provide input?

Cleaner Air, Healthier
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Reflects on AQAP
• What is the purpose
of the AQAP?
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Based on their direction, the AQAP has the
following objectives:
• Determine and quantify the existing air and
health quality setting.
• Determine effectiveness of planned nearterm air quality improvements
COG President Reflects on AQAP
• Analyze possible new (or emerging)
The Gateway Cities is firmly on the path towards
air quality improvements or strategies,
cleaner air for its residents, even as the hub
including estimating costs, timelines and
of goods movement for the nation. Gateway
responsiveness.
Cities Council of Governments’ Board President,
• Develop a conceptual plan to implement
Raymond Dunton spoke to the Gateway Cities
and measure air quality improvements for
commitment to clean air at a recent AQAP
the region.
Advisory Roundtable meeting. “Our residents
• Work with regional, state, and federal
disproportionately suffer the impacts of air
agencies responsible for air pollution and
pollution,” said President Dunton. “The AQAP will
enforcement and industry stakeholders along
create a strategic, comprehensive plan to bring
with local communities to develop consensus
healthier air to the Gateway Cities. I look forward
for this plan.
to reviewing the results of the AQAP with my
colleagues on the Gateway Cities Board. Working Ultimately, the AQAP’s primary purpose is
together with our partners, we will have healthier to assist the Gateway Cities communities in
determining opportunities for any additional
and safer communities in the Gateway Cities.”
air quality improvements measures, projects,
What is the Purpose of the AQAP?
or programs. By meeting the aboveThe AQAP is a response to specific goals from
listed objectives, the AQAP will lay out a
the community’s issues and the direction set
comprehensive, actionable plan that addresses
by the I-710 Oversight Policy Committee when
residents’ concerns in an informed and costit approved the Major Corridor Study in 2005.
effective manner.
The Air Quality Action Plan assesses Gateway
Cities’ current and future air quality conditions
and recommends cost-effective strategies to
continue improving air quality and public health.

The Air Quality Action Plan is a direct response by the Gateway Cities to address
the concerns of its residents. Residents from Long Beach to Montebello all
want to improve the health and well-being of their communities by lowering
pollution emissions.

Cleaner Air, Healthier Communities

October 2011

Air Quality Action Plan

The Gateway Cities

– President Raymond Dunton,
Councilmember
City of Bellflower

“Our residents
disproportionately
suffer the impacts
of air pollution.
The AQAP is a
way forward
and will bring
healthier air to
the Gateway Cities.”

2

Building Regional Partnerships to
Improve Air Quality
Building the AQAP Toolkit is only the first step.
Successful implementation will require continued
stakeholder involvement, sustaining partnerships,
and regional cooperation.

Building the Toolkit
This Toolkit will be informed by the AQAP
technical studies that are underway, including
some I-710 specific tasks. Many of the first tasks
in the AQAP are focused on preparing reports
and technical analyses to lay a robust foundation
for recommending air quality improvements
(see back page for a summarized list of the
AQAP technical reports in progress). As those
analyses near completion, the AQAP process
will move into providing recommendations on the
most effective air pollution reduction strategies,
essentially creating “tools” for the AQAP Toolkit.

Putting the Action in AQAP
Southern California’s air quality impacts and
current emission reduction measures have
been widely studied for decades. We have all
seen these reports in the media and Southern
Californians are largely aware of the subpar state
of the air. Is the AQAP just another one of these
reports? Definitely not. Instead of just reviewing
the current status, the AQAP combines a number
of robust studies to
analyze the current
and future state of
the air and deliver
an actionable and
efficient plan to
reduce emissions.
The AQAP Toolkit
is the vehicle for
synthesizing all the
technical research
studies and
analyses into real
recommendations
that the Gateway
Cities can utilize
for improving
air quality. The
Toolkit will include measures that could be
directly implemented by local governments in
the Gateway Cities such as local ordinances,
permitting decisions, and incentive programs.
It will also include recommendations that would
require implementation by state or regional
partners, including the Ports of Los Angeles and
Long Beach, California Air Resources Board
(CARB), and the Air Quality Management
District (AQMD).

Mr. Richard Powers, Executive Director
Gateway Cities Council of Governments
16401 Paramount Boulevard
Paramount, CA 90723-5427

Via letter:
Mr. Adrian Alvarez, Project Manager
Highway Programs
Gateway Cities/Southeast Area Team
Metro
One Gateway Plaza, Mail Stop: 99-22-9
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Via e-mail:
gcaqap@metro.net

You are also welcome to send comments
to Metro or the Gateway Cities Council
of Governments:

When can I provide input?
There will be many opportunities for you to
participate in the AQAP. Public meetings will be
held through 2011 and 2012. The purpose of
these meetings is to provide an understanding
of the AQAP and to engage stakeholders in
providing feedback and input into the process.
You may also visit Metro’s website at metro.net/
gcaqap to submit comments and learn about
upcoming events or via the Gateway Cities
website at gatewaycog.org.

AQAP vs. I-710 EIR/EIS
The Air Quality Action Plan is a voluntary
Gateway Cities Council of Governments effort
that responds to residents’ air quality concerns.
The I-710 Oversight Policy Committee voted
to complete the AQAP. The I-710 EIR/EIS is a
legally mandated effort that is required under
California and federal law with Caltrans as the
lead agency. Some of the AQAP technical
reports (see AQAP Technical Tasks) specifically
analyze the I-710 corridor and are under a rapid
schedule to meet the November deadline for
potential consideration in the draft environmental
review document.

The Technical Working Groups, Roundtables,
Environmental Committee and the other Gateway
Cities committees are already fully engaged
in the AQAP process. These groups have
delivered meaningful input and their continued
participation will be crucial to advancing a
unified goal of air quality improvements. The
relationships built through the AQAP participation
process will encourage mutually advantageous
implementation strategies.

AQAP Brings Gateway Cities Cleaner Air
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The Air Quality Action Plan assesses future air quality and
recommends strategies to continue improving air quality and
public health in the Gateway Cities.

